Abstract. The application of group-representations in nuclear and particle physics, as initiated by Wigner [1], is considered. The general classification of the elementary particles according to the representations of the inhomogenous Lorentz-group [2] is recalled. The role of the U(4) group is discussed, first in relation with the spin-isospin supermultiplets [3] both in nuclear and in particle physics, then as a dynamical group of the two-body systems in both disciplines. Finally the classification of the nuclear states is mentioned both for the single shell, and for the multi-shell problems.
Introduction
Wigner did a pioneer work in the application of group theory in physics. An important milestone was the publication of his famous textbook [1] . As its title and publisher indicate it was published when he was working in Germany, however, it is worth mentioning at this conference that he wrote this book mainly in Hungary, when he came home for vacation. Further important discoveries are (among others) the supermultiplet theory [3] , and the representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz-group [2] . In this contribution first we recall some features of the classification scheme of the elementary particles [2] . Then we consider a few consequences of the U(4) supermultiplet theory both in nuclear and in particle physics, and mention briefly a later application of the U(4) symmetry, related to the space degrees of freedom, in both disciplines. Finally the classification of the nuclear states, and fundamental models of nuclear structure is described. 
Mass Spin Equation finite
0 Klein-Gordan finite 1 2 Dirac 0 1 2 Weyl 0 1 Maxwell memorial meeting to celebrate its appearance. It is also remarkable that Wigner returned to this topic with some delay, and published further papers [6] on the geometrical interpretation with a co-author. The classification of basic equations of Table 1 is a nice illustration of the important role of symmetries, as discussed by Wigner in his Nobel-lecture [7] : the symmetries govern the natural laws in a similar way, how the natural laws govern the events: i.e. they do not determine what is going to happen (what the law is), rather they determine what can or can not happen (be a law).
U(4)
Supermultiplets: In 1937 Wigner [3] , and independently Hund [8] extended Heisenberg's idea of isospin [9] to a spin-isospin SU(4) symmetry. It is based on the assumption:
where H is the Hamiltonian, s μ (k) and t μ (k) are the spin and isospin components of nucleon k; i.e. the energy operator commutes with the generators of the SU(4) group. This model is called supermultiplet-theory (since it combines the spin and isospin multiplets).
In nuclear physics one of the important consequences of the supermultiplet theory is the selection rule for the β-decay. Since the operator of the Gamow-Teller transition is proportional to the generator Σ k s μ (k)t μ (k), it follows that Gamow-Teller β-decay can not take place between states belonging to different SU(4) representations.
Further support for this symmetry comes from the study of the binding energy of nuclei. Based on the liquid drop model von Weizsacker invented a simple, yet surprisingly accurate formula [10] for its description, containing a volume, surface, Coulomb, and symmetry energy term (the last part is a consequence of the Pauli-principle, by maximizing the availability of the lowest quantum states). Self-conjugate nuclei (N = Z), however, turned out to be unusually tightly bound, so an extra term is needed for the description of their binding energy. This effect was discovered by Wigner [11] , and the extra energy is called Wigner-energy. Both the original [11] , and the more recent [12] explanation of the Wigner energy is based on the SU(4) symmetry.
A further application of the SU(4) symmetry is related to the shell model of atomic nuclei. In the L-S coupled description it accounts for the distribution of the consequences of antisymmetrization between the space and internal degrees of freedom, thus providing a basis also for calculations with strong symmetry-breaking terms [13] . In the present-day no-core (and ab initio) shell models [14] the L-S-coupled scheme seems to be even more important, than in the traditional approach.
In particle physics the supermultiplet theory predicts e.g. a ratio of the proton and neutron magnetic moment of -3/2 [15] , which should be compared to the experimental value of -1.46.
The muon-capture can also be used for testing the supermultiplet theory (see [16] and references therein). In particular a set of relations between the transition matrix elements can be deduced from the symmetry, carrying important information on the hadron-lepton coupling.
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The combined evidences of the mass formula, the f t-values of the SU(4)-forbidden transitions, the nucleon magnetic moment and the muon-capture rate provide us with a convincing proof that SU (4) is a relevant approximate symmetry.
The acceptance of Wigner's supermultiplet theory was relatively slow. The main reason is that it was written too early, when the knowledge on the nuclear forces, and weak interaction was not yet sufficient. "In some prophetic way they were anticipated by Wigner" [16] .
In addition to its direct application the supermultiplet theory played an important role also by inspiring further symmetries in nuclear and particle physics.
Spectrumgeneration: The U(4) group proved to be relevant also in relation with the space degrees of freedom. The rotational-vibrational motion of a two-body system can be described by an algebraic model (of U(4) group-structure), called vibron model [17] . (A simple example may help to understand this statement: the harmonic oscillator, as one possible example for the interaction of the two-body system, has a U(3) symmetry-algebra, and in order to generate the spectrum one needs an extra degree of freedom.) The spectrum is generated in this treatment by a finite (N) number of bosons, which interact with each other. The model has two dynamical symmetries (limiting cases), which provide us with analytical solutions of the eigenvalue-problem, and with complete sets of basis states. They are labeled by the algebra-chains:
This model is applicable both is molecular physics, as well as in nuclear and in particle physics. The most extensive applications have been carried out in relation with molecular spectra [18] . Here we recall some basic features of its applications in particle and nuclear physics. When applying it in different fields, then in addition to the basic similarities, there are important differences as well, due to the different nature of the problem. The rotation-vibration of a two-atomic molecule can be described without taking into account further degrees of freedom. A two-quark system has internal quantum numbers in addition to the space degrees of freedom of the vibron model. The nuclear two-cluster system also has internal symmetries, furthermore the clusters are composite objects, therefore, the exclusion principle may also be important. The basic features of the applications in different fields are compared in [19] .
In particle physics the first applications dealt with the mesonspectrum. A meson is considered in the constituent quark model as a quark-antiquark system. In addition to the space degrees of freedom it has color (C), flavor (F), and spin (S ) quantum numbers, thus the algebra of a two-quark model is
In case of multi-quark system the U R (4) space-part may change, but otherwise the algebraic stucture is the same. The mass formula of the algebraic model, which is similar to that of the string-like models of QCD, was applied for the description of the meson spectrum in [20] , while the electromagnetic decays were considered in [21] . More recently it was also applied for the description of the quarkdiquark (barion) and diquark-antidiquark (tetraquark) systems [22] .
In nuclear physics the vibron model describes the relative motion of a two-cluster system. The first fully algebraic cluster model, in which not only the basis states are characterized by the irreps of some groups, but the physical operators are also expressed in terms of its generators was constructed on the phenomenologic level. It is the nuclear vibron model [23] , in which the internal structure of the clusters is accounted for by the interacting boson model (of U(6) group structure) [24] , and the relative motion is treated in terms of the vibron model.
In the semimicroscopic algebraic cluster model [25] the internal structure of the clusters is described by the Elliott-model, [26] thus the model of a binary configuration has an algebraic structure
an U(3)-coupled basis is used, and the Pauli-forbidden irreps are excluded from the model space. This model has been applied for the description of the cluster spectra of light nuclei [27] , as well as for studying the shape isomers and the reaction channels which can populate them [28] . Extensions to the heavy nuclei [29] were considered relying on the pseudo-SU(3) [30] or [31] on the quasi-dynamical SU(3) [32] symmetries.
Classification of nuclear states
The fundamental models of nuclear structure are based on different physical pictures. The shell model indicates that the nucleus is something like a small atom, the cluster model suggests that it is similar to a molecule, while the collective model says that it is a microscopic liquid drop. Therefore, in order to understand the nuclear structure we need to study the interrelation of these models, find their common intersection, etc.
The basic connections were found in the fifties. Elliott [26] showed how the quadrupole deformation and collective rotation can be derived from the spherical shell model: the states belonging to a collective band are determined by their specific SU(3) symmetry. Wildermuth and Kanellopoulos [33] (following Perring and Skyrme [34] ) established the relation between the shell and cluster models. They proved that the Hamiltonians of the two models can be rewritten into each other exactly in the harmonic oscillator approximation. This relation results in a close connection between the corresponding eigenvectors, too: the wavefunction of one model is a linear combination of those of the other, which belong to the same energy. Later on this relation was interpreted by Bayman and Bohr [35] in terms of the SU(3) symmetry. As a consequence, the cluster states are also selected from the shell model space by their specific SU(3) symmetries. This connection was established for a single major shell problem.
By incorporating the multishell excitations one can account for e.g. the electromagnetic transitions without effective charge. Algebraic models have been constructed for the description of this vertical extension in each of the three approaches. The most relevant ones from the viewpoint of the symmetry-based interrelations are as follows. The symplectic shell model has an Sp(3,R) algebraic structure [36] . The contracted symplectic model (of U b (6)⊗U s (3)), is a collective model, obtained as the large N limit of the multi major-shell symplectic model [37, 38] . The fully microscopic [39, 40] as well as the semimicroscopic algebraic cluster model [25] are equiped with a U C (3)⊗U R (3) basis. All these models are based on the L-S-coupled scheme, and the spin-isospin sector is described by Wigner's SU S T (4) symmetry. The common intersection of these models is provided by the U x (3)⊗U y (3)⊃U(3) dynamical symmetry [41] , i.e. for the many major-shell problem this symmetry substitutes the simple SU(3). For the shell and collective models x stands for the band-head (valence shell), for the cluster model it refers to the internal cluster structure. y indicates in each case the major shell excitations; in the shell and collective model cases it takes place in steps of 2 ω, connecting oscillator shells of the same parity, while in the cluster case it is in steps of 1 ω, incorporating all the major shells. As a consequence the model space of the three models have a considerable overlap, but they are not identical. When the subspace of the common SU(3) irreps is equipped with an SU(3) dynamically symmetric interaction, then a complete spectrum can be obtained, which is the common intersection of the three basic structure models, i.e. it can be considered as a shell, collective, or cluster spectrum at the same time [41] . (The Wildermuth-connection between the shell and cluster models turns out to be valid also for SU(3) dynamically symmetric interactions, which is more general than that of the harmonic oscillator [42] .)
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Summary and conclusions
In this contribution we have considered some applications of group-representations in classifying elementary particles and nuclear states. In particular, the exact space-time symmetry of the Poincare group serves as a general classification scheme for elementary particles. Dynamically broken unitary symmetries proved to be important in both disciplines. As an example the U(4) symmetry was discussed. It was invented by Wigner for the description of spin-isospin degrees of freedom, but it proved to be important also as a dynamical group of the rotational-vibrational motion of the two-body system. Other unitary symmetries turned out to be important both in particle and in nuclear physics. Notable examples are the SU(3) and SU (6) . SU(3) was found as a symmetry group of the space sector of the shell model in nuclear physics [26] , and as an internal (flavor) symmetry of the hadrons [43] . SU(6) is a combined spin-flavour hadron symmetry [44] , and the dynamical algebra of the algebraic model for quadrupole collectivity of nuclei [24] . Unitary symmetries seem to be able to bridge the fundamental nuclear structure models, and classify the nuclear states, too. It is U(3) for a single shell problem, and U(3)⊗U(3) for multi-shell excitations.
These symmetries were either invented by Wigner, or they have the same nature, inasmuch they are global symmetries, described by Lie-groups. In the meantime other kind of symmetries proved to be important as well. We mention here two of them. Local symmetries, in particular local gauge invariance is the present guiding principle in the theory of fundamental interactions. The standard model, describing the electroweak and strong interaction has an U(1)xSU(2)xSU(3) local gauge symmetry. Local gauge symmetry is essential in particle physics, but not so much in nuclear physics.
Another new symmetry is the supersymmetry, transforming bosons and fermions into each other. It is described by graded Lie-groups. This seems to be relevant both in particle and in nuclear physics, though in somewhat different form [45] . In particle physics the gauge supersymmetry has important consequences: it predicts the existence of superpartner bosons or fermions of the known fermions or bosons [46] . At present we have no experimental evidence for such superpartners. In nuclear physics the dynamical supersymmetry provides a unified description of the spectra of neighbouring nuclei with even and odd mass number [47] . In this scheme the bosons are phonons of the quadrupole vibrations, and the fermions are nucleons. There is experimental evidence for the appearance of this kind of supersymmetry in nuclear spectroscopy [48] . (It was also conjectured, that similar supersymmetry may exist in relation with the dipole vibration of the clusters [49] .)
In conclusion we can say that the "Gruppenpest", how the application of the group theoretical methods was called (after its invention by Wigner and others) turned out to be a funny disease. It did not hurt the physics; on the contrary: it contributed a lot to its development.
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